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10 Benefits of SAP Concur Travel

1. IMPROVE COST CONTROL

4. SEE ALL TRAVEL SPEND NO MATTER
WHERE IT HAPPENS

Your company policies are automatically built into
Concur® Travel, so expensive or non-compliant
options are flagged to employees before booking
and consistent rules are applied. Take control a
step further with the ability to review proposed
trip costs upfront and get a consolidated view of
spend against budget, so you can stay on track.

With TripLink and our travel partners, your travel
managers can see bookings made outside the tool
or without your travel management company.
It means employees can book through their
preferred vendor and secure loyalty points but
you get visibility of this previously blind spend.

2. ENHANCE DUTY OF CARE

5. ANALYSE SPEND

Using an automated, digital solution helps ensure
your data is accurate and supports you in locating
your employees in near real-time. Partner tools
and apps provide benefits such as real-time
alerts and neighbourhood safety scores while
the Traveller Resource Centre, brought to you in
partnership with TripIt, gives you everything
from public health and safety advisories to
cancellations policies and new travel guidelines.

Concur Travel comes with a range of reports to
help you analyse your business travel programme
to spot opportunities to save and invest. You can
discover insight into all aspects of your travel spend,
track key performance indicators, and monitor
trends with more than 25 standard reports,
including a carbon footprint report that lets you
see the environmental impact of every journey.

3. IMPROVE EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY

6. STRENGTHEN NEGOTIATIONS

The intuitive Concur mobile app enhances the
employee experience by enabling employees to
view, update, and book business trips on the
move. Concur Travel is also available on desktop
devices so employees can choose how they want
to work. Now, time previously spent managing
bookings, delays, and cancellations is time
spent on more valuable activities.

Concur Travel also makes the lives of your travel
managers and finance team easier. They can spot
spend that’s non-compliant with company policies,
report on trends across each department, identify
cost-saving opportunities, and negotiate more
effectively with suppliers.

7. SEE VAT RECLAIM OPPORTUNITIES

9. PREPARE FOR GROWTH

With a digital record of travel costs, opportunities
for further savings can be revealed. In fact,
research shows that UK businesses miss out on
more than half of the VAT they are entitled to
reclaim on travel and expense costs. But, when
you can see all your VAT charges in one place,
reclaiming becomes much easier.

As your business grows, you might open new
offices or expand into new markets. This brings
more business trips, more employees and more
complex regulations. SAP Concur offers a
scalable solution – as your business grows, we
grow with you. We help you prepare for the future
with confidence.

8. SIMPLE IMPLEMENTATION

10. HARNESS A COMPLETE DISCRETIONARY
SPEND PLATFORM

Cloud solutions with mobile and web-based tools
avoid the strain on IT resources and the struggle
of being tied into lengthy contracts, so ROI can
be realised sooner. And, if you’re already using
SAP Concur solutions, it’s straightforward to add
others on. SAP Concur manages maintenance
and functionality upgrades too.

Once you’ve automated your travel process, why
not explore the SAP Concur platform? When
Concur Travel is combined with Concur Expense
and Concur Invoice, your business can see all
your spend in one place for simplified analytics
and more informed decisions.

Three Resources to Take You Further
Integrated Travel and Expense Management:
A White Paper

Book Travel All in One Place:
A Travel Demo
A Business Trip from London to Paris:
A Video

Learn more at concur.co.uk
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